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Summary. Four experiments are reported which were designed to test for 
differences between dyslexic and non-dyslexic subjects at a number of visual 
information processing functions. It is argued that the older dyslexic child's 
reading problems cannot be ascribed to slowness of visual code production, 
to the limited capacity of the system, or to an extra rapid rate of decay. The 
results are compatible with the theory that, as a group, the dyslexic children 
tested show a slowness or inadequacy at a non-visual, name or linguistic coding 
level. It is suggested that this deficiency does not lie in the area of articulatory 
encoding but at an earlier stage where phonological or lexical codes are pro- 
duced from visual stimuli. 

Introduction 

The suggestion that dyslexia can be usefully regarded as a deficiency in information 
processing is reflected in the work of Stanley and Hall (1973a, 1973b), Miles and 
Wheeler (1974, 1977), Wheeler (1977), Ellis and Miles (1977, 1978a, b, 1980), and 
Jorm (1979). In particular, Stanley and Hall (1973b) report that dyslexic children 
performed less efficiently than controls did on a task involving recall from 6-letter 
arrays presented for brief durations, while Ellis and Miles (1978a) found that proces- 
sing time for 5-digit arrays was over four times as long for dyslexic children as it was 
for matched controls. They also found a high correlation between the speed of visual 
information processing (as indexed by stimulus acquisition from briefly presented ar- 

rays  of digits) and reading speed. This phenomenon merits further study. The present 
experiments have been designed to elucidate the processes underlying this deficiency 
and to trace their relationship to reading processes. 

Now the expression 'difficulty with reading' is too imprecise for use in strictly con- 
trolled research, the phenomena to which it refers being varied in their manifestations 
and attributable to a number of different causal factors (cf. Vernon 1977, 1979). There 
is little doubt however, that dyslexic children constitute a relatively homogeneous 
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group of reading retardates since by definition their reading disability cannot be 
ascribed to low intelligence, primary sensory defects, or emotional disturbance. 

Whether dyslexic children form a qualitatively homogeneous group will depend 
upon the level of study. The group is, again by definition, uniform in its members' 
difficulties at reading and spelling, and by experiment (Ellis and Miles 1977, 1978a) 
uniform in its members' slowness at processing simple alphanumeric arrays from a 
single fixation. 

Several studies have claimed that there are various types of dyslexic children. Bo- 
der (1971) distinguishes between the dysphonetic (those children showing difficul- 
ties at phonic analysis and synthesis) and the dyseidetic (those poor in the perception 
of whole visual structures, be they words or letters); Ingram (1960) distinguishes be- 
tween visuo-spatial deficiencies, auditory-linguistic deficiencies, and the cross-modal 
deficiencies in relating visual symbols to their phonemic equivalents, while Vernon 
(1979), in reviewing this area, categorises into five groups of disability involved in 
reading retardation, viz., inability 1) in the analysis of complex visual shapes, 2) in the 
analysis of whole word sounds into phonemes, 3) in the acquisition of simple regular 
grapheme-phoneme associations, 4) in the grasping of irregularities in these, and 5) in 
the grouping of single words into phrases or sentences. A deficiency in the processing 
of simple numeric arrays may be an eventual result of almost any of the above pro- 
posed functional deficiencies. 

A promising initial distinction is that between visual and name functions: is there 
uniformity in that the dyslexic child's single fixation reading slowness is a result of 
problems in the visual encoding and analysis of stimulus information, or alternatively 
in the creation of name representations for visual stimuli? The evidence so far seems 
inconclusive. The fact that some dyslexic children show unusual persistence in confu- 
sing 'b'  and 'd' both in reading and writing (Critchley 1970; Vernon 1971) might seem 
at first glance to suggest a visual code problem, whereas the slow reaction time of dys- 
lexic subjects in colour and picture naming (Denckla and Rudel 1976) points rather 
towards a name encoding deficiency. 

Experiment I 

Posner (1969) has demonstrated, in a letter matching task, that responses of 'same' to 
physically identical letters (AA) occurred more quickly than responses of 'same' to 
physically dissimilar letters (Aa). He therefore distinguished between visual code com- 
parisons and name code comparison; and it is possible as a result of his technique to 
collect speed and error data for the production and matching of both types of stimu- 
lus representations. If dyslexic subjects are slower or less efficient at encoding the vi- 
sual features of the stimulus independently of their ability to name, then more errors 
and relative slowness as compared with controls would be expected in situations of 
visual code comparison. In contrast, if their deficiency is primarily one involving the 
name-code, then they would be slower and/or make more errors specifically in the name- 
coding conditions. 

In the present experiment a variation on the Posner procedure was introduced. This 
involved pairs of letters which, though different, were either visually similar (e.g., OQ) 
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Table 1. Subject data for Experiments 1 and 2. Means and (SDs) 
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Dyslexics Controls 
n=21 n=21 

Chronological age 11.8 (0.7) 11.8 (1.0) 
Reading age 9.0 (0.5) 12.7 (1.3) 
Spelling age 8.3 (0.6) 12.6 (1.1) 

or phonol6gically similar (e.g., Gd). These 'similar' conditions were included since it 
is to be expected that a deficiency in the production or comparison of a given type 
of  stimulus feature representation will be associated with slower and/or more error- 
prone performance with let ter  pairs that  are confusable on that stimulus feature di- 
mension. Thus, for example, longer latencies or more errors may be expected for the 
phonologically similar letter pairs if the subject has difficulty at name encoding. 

Subjects 

Two groups of  21 boys were tested. The dyslexic subjects were chosen from a private 
school which specialised in dyslexia. A check was made of the school records so as to 
ensure that  no child was chosen as a dyslexic unless all of the following conditions 
were satisifed: a) reading age (RA) on the Schonell R 1 test was at least two years be- 
hind chronological age (CA), b) spelling age (SA) on the Schonell S 1 test was at least 
two years behind CA, c) there was no evidence of any gross behavioural problems or 
of any gross organic disorder, and d) there was average intelligence or above, as de- 
termined by  recognised intelligence tests, usually the Wechsler or the Terman. 

Members of  the control  group were also chosen from private schools. Inclusion 
was conditional upon a) a score of average or above on a recognised intelligence test 
and b) RA and SA not  more than one year  behind CA. 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the two groups in terms of chronological, read- 
ing, and spelling ages. 

Materials and Procedure 

Six categories of test stimuli were used, each category comprising pairs of letters. The 
types of pairs and the actual letters used are shown in Fig. 1. 

For  the visually different condition the pairs were chosen so that  they were as far 
as possible neither physically nor phonologically confusable, while for the visually 
similar condit ion the letters, though different, were designed to be visually but  not  
phonologically similar. Visual similarity was achieved by the presentation of two up- 
per case letters, choice of  let ter  pairs being influenced by the findings of Townsend 
(1971). For  the phonologically different condit ion the letters were designed to be 
neither visually nor phonologically confusable, while for the phonologically similar 
condition the letters were designed to be phonologically but  as far as possible not  
visually similar. Guidelines for choice were taken from the confusion data of Con- 
rad (1964) and Wickelgren (1965). 
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Fig. 1. Test lettei pair stimuli used in 
Experiment 1 

Let ter  pairs, printed centrally on white card with 28pt  folio light letraset were 
presentedin  an Electronic Developments 3-field tachistoscope. Each trial began with 
the warning signal ' ready' ,  followed by the presentation of a fixation cross for 1 s at 
an intensity at the subject 's eyes of  approximately 0.15 lux. The offset of  the fixation 
cross was followed by  the exposure of a test let ter  pair for  2 s at an intensity at the 
subject 's eyes of  approximately 1.8 lux. The on-set of  the let ter  pair started a Dawes 
digital meter,  counter and timer, type  3000A, accurate to 1 ms, and the subject 's vo- 
cal response stopped the t imer by means of a voice key. A record was kept  of this 
time. 

Testing occurred in a quiet, dimly lit schoolroom. The subject was told that  he 
would be seeing pairs of letters printed on cards held in front of him and that  these 
pairs would consist either of two capital letters or of one capital and one small let- 
ter: if the two letters were the same (i.e., of the same name) he was to say 'yes, '  and 
if they were different he was to say 'no' ,  and he was to give his answer as quickly as 
possible. He was then given eight practice trials with flash cards and was corrected 
if he made a mistake or was confused. He was then moved to the tachistoscope where, 
under the same instructions, he received eight further practice trials. None of the dif- 
ferent let ter  pairs in any of  the practice trials were either acoustically or visually con- 

fusable. 
After  the practice trials, the subject then participated in 32 test trials with the 

stimuli shown in Fig. 1 ; these were presented in quasi-random order and were coun- 
terbalanced for  both condit ion and response-type in such a way that  the sequence 
of  'yes'  and 'no '  trials varied randomly,  with the constraint  that  no sequence of  any 
one kind was longer than three trials. 

A baseline reaction t ime measure, measured by the same timing arrangement and 
under exactly the same conditions, was also taken for each child. As the experiment  
involved two responses ( 'yes '  and 'no') ,  a two-choice reactlon-time procedure was 
used rather than a measure of  a simple reaction time: the child was instructed to 
say 'yes '  as soon as possible after the onset of a solid blue circle and 'no '  after the 
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Table 2. Means and (SDs) for response times (ms) in Experiment 1 
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Condition Dyslexics Controls 

Two-choice RT 
Baseline 838 (211) 780 
Visually identical 960 (254) 933 
Visually dissimilar 1065 (276) 1023 
Visually similar 1219 (306) 1200 
Phonologically identical 1156 (360) 1039 
Ph o n ologically ia~limilar 1159 (309) 1059 
Phonologically similar 1304 (366) 1188 

(137) 
(240) 
(234) 
(359) 
(277) 
(257) 
(336) 

Group X type interaction response times 

Same case 1051 1022 
Different case 1194 1081 

onset of a taint circle outline. Again practice was given with a series of flash cards. 
Then four practice trials were conducted with the tachistoscope, followed by eight 
test trials. 

Results 

The mean reaction times and their standard deviations for the dyslexic and the control 
children are shown in Table 2. Errors were too infrequent to analyse, error rates being 

approximately 1% for the controls and 4% for the dyslexics. 

The two-choice reaction time baseline means do not  differ significantly (t = 1.5, df 

= 40). The remaining data were analysed as a 3-way factorial with subjects nested 
within groups: 2 groups (dyslexic, control) × 2 types (visual, phonological) × 4 con- 
ditions (totals for each subject of 'run 1 identical,' ' run 2 identical,' 'dissimilar,' 'simi- 
lar'.). The ' type'  (F --- 51.84; df 1,40) 1 and 'condition'  (F = 50.9; df 1,40)factors were 
significant at the .01% level. The 'group' x ' type'  interaction (F = 9.01, df 1,40) and 
the ' type'  × 'condition'  interaction (F = 8.38, df 1,40) were significant at the 1% level. 
No other factors or interactions were significant. 

Discussion 

Within the present framework, the 'group' × ' type'  interaction is the most interesting 
one, especially as there was no significant difference overall between the two groups. 
It can be seen from Table 2 that the dyslexic subjects do not respond more slowly than 
the controls on the same ease letter pairs that are considered to be judged same or dif- 

ferent on the basis of their visual characteristics, but  they are slower at judging the dif- 
ferent ease pairs where the comparison is one of name codes (t = 5.69, P < .01). Supra- 
manian and Audley (1976) have found a similar pattern of results with poor readers. 

1 Since this is a repeated measures design all dfs used are conservative 
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There are a number of possible conceptualisations of the processes and the order 
of operation of processes involved in such tasks in which stimuli are sometimes visu- 
ally identical (RR) requiring a 'Same' response, sometimes phonologically but  not 
visually the same (Mm) requiting a 'Same' response, and sometimes different both 
visually and in name (Rm or Ds) requiting a 'Different' response. 

All the models assume that letter stimuli can be encoded both for their visual fea- 

tures and for their name representations. Another common assumption i s that the 
production of name codes takes longer than the production of visual codes (cf. Posner 
1969; Coltheart 1972). These assumptions fit th e present data: the different case pairs 

that are assumed to involve name code comparisons take on average 101 ms longer to 
judge than the same case pairs. This difference was highly significant. 

The models differ in the temporal ordering of these processes. A parallel encoding 
possibility assumes that visual code comparison operates in parallel with name code 

comparison (see, e.g., Cohen 1969). In serial encoding models (see, e.g., Egeth 1966) 
visual and name comparisons are organised in series, and visual comparisons are made 
first. 

On the parallel view visual codes affect the response rimes only when two stimuli 
are physically identical; in all other circumstances the stimuli are dealt with by the 
name code system; and in this case visual similarity (RP) or dissimilarity (RM) would 
not  be expected to influence the 'Different'  latencies. On the serial view, however, it 
will take longer for visual comparisons to reach a 'Different'  decision when stimuli are 
visually similar and hence the implementation of name matching will begin later for 
such stimuli. This would result in longer 'Different'  latencies for visually similar stim- 

uli (RP). 
The present data are more consistent with the serial view: the average latency for vi- 

sually similar pairs was 1210 ms, the average latency for visually dissimilar pairs was 
1044 ms, a highly significant difference. 2 

It is important  to emphasise that while there appears to be a deficiency in the name 

coding processes in the dyslexics, there is no suggestion of a deficiency in dealing with 

the visual codes of letters. 
Now it is regularly claimed that young dyslexic children show confusion in both 

the reading and the writing of certain letters (see, e.g., Critchley 1970; Vernon 1971; 
Liberman et al. 1971). This is especially true when the letters are reversible, e.g., b/d 
and p/q. The findings of the present experiment showed that visually similar letter 

2 Both the serial and parallel views, as stated, assume that the 'Different' response to same-case dif- 
ferent stimuli (OQ, RP, EF, CG, OB, RM, ES, and CT) requires the comparison of name codes. 
Such responses could not be a result of visual code comparisons since when visual code compari- 
sons reveal that two stimuli are visually different a 'Different' response may not be warranted 
because the stimuli may be of the 'Mm' kind: visually different but requiring a 'Same' response. 
Hence dyslexic children should be slower in this condition just as they were reliably slower than 
the control children in responding on the basis of name code comparisons with the different case 
stimuli. However, this was not so. A plausible explanation is that the physical characteristics of 
the large upper case second letter of the same case pairs are, as a class, so distinctly different from 
those of lower case second letters of different case pairs that 'Different' responses to visually dif- 
ferent upper case letters are warranted without recourse to name code comparison. 
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pairs (RP) were responded to as being different more slowly than visually different 
(RM) pairs. However this trend was seen to an equal extent in both dyslexic and 
control children. Furthermore the same pattern is also found in the phonological 
conditions: the addition of confusability appears to slow down both dyslexic and 
eontrol subjects equally. Hence it is unlikely that the letter confusions so often seen 
clinically in dyslexic children are simply due to a limitation at the visual code level. 
On the contrary it is necessary to push back the level at which these confusions oecur. 

Vellutino et al. (1972) and Vellutino et al. (1975), presented their subjects (good 
and poor readers in the range between second and sixth grade) with tachistoseopie ex- 
posures of  both verbal and non-verbal stimuli and asked them to identify and/or re- 
produce these stimuli both orally and in writing. The poor readers manifested con- 
siderably greater accuracy in copying and naming letters in words than they did in 
pronouncing these same words. The poor readers also differed from the controls in 
the types of errors they made, but this occurred only in the ease of oral responses, 
not in the ease of  written ones. Here, too, therefore, the same general pattern of  re- 
sults is found, in that poor readers perform normally in dealing with graphemic stimu- 
li as such but once they are set a task that requires grapheme to phoneme translation 
they perform less well. 

Experiment 2 

The dyslexic children tested here behaved uniformly as a group in that they showed no 
impairment in the speed or accuracy with which they judged letters on the basis of their 
visual features, and in that they were consistently slower than the controls in comparing 
letters on the basis of name features. This does not prove, however, that there is no vi- 
sual code problem in poor readers. A deficiency may have been masked by learning 
overlay: the children tested with the Posner task were 10 to 12 years old with a reading 
age of  9 and had long mastered the skills necessary for correct identification of single 
letters. A different result might have been obtained with younger dyslexic children, or 
with unfamiliar visual material. Therefore a visual matching task was devised with con- 
fusable non-alphanumeric stimuli. Since these stimuli were new to the children there 
was no possibility of the immediate results being affected by learning overlay. Also 
they were not nameable (or at least not nameable at first glance) and thus only visual 
coding was involved. Letter-like forms similar to those devised by Gibson et al. (1962) 
were used. 

Metbod 

The same subjects as in Experiment 1 took part. The procedure was basically the same 
as that of Experiment 1. Again baselines for two-choice reaction time were determined 
for each child. He was then told that he would be seeing pairs of shapes, the two shapes 
being exactly the same or different; if they were the same, he was to say 'yes,' and if 
they were different he was to say 'no '  as quickly as possible. Sixteen letter-like pairs 
were then shown sequentially on flash cards for practice and all errors were corrected. 
Next came 8 practice trials on the tachistoscope, followed by 32 test trials. Exposure 
sequences on the tachistoscope and timing procedures were identical with those used 
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in the  previous experiment.  The test stimuli are shown in Fig. 2. The four basic stim- 
uli were chosen to be examples of  simple and complex straight and curved features. 
The transformations used included reversed and rotated versions of  the basic stimuli, 
since these might be expected to  create special difficulties for dyslexic children in 
view of  their  alleged difficulties over ' left '  and hight '  and over 'up '  and 'down' .  The 
presentation order of  the stimuli was counterbalanced in respect of  both  response 
type  ( i res '  or 'no ' )  and in respect of  the  different variants at the basic stimuli. 

Results and Discussion 

The mean reaction times and the standard deviations these means for the two groups of 
subjects are shown in Table 3. 

The data were analysed as a 3-factor ANOVA (groups, conditions, type  of  stimu- 
lus). 

As in Experiment 1, the  main group factor  (F = 1.28, df  1,40) failed to  reach signi- 
ficance, even though the means for  all conditions o f  the dyslexic group were larger 
than those of  the control  group. This was due to  the large subject variability. The 
conditions and type  of  stimulus factors were both highly significant, but  are of  lit t le 
interest here. As all interactions with groups were insignificant, i t  must  be concluded 
that  the dyslexic and control  children were affected by  all the variables in a similar 
manner.  

Errors were again too  infrequent to allow analysis across the two factors of  groups 
and conditions.  When, however, errors across the different conditions were summed 
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Table 3. Means and (SDs) for response times (ms) in Experiment 2 

Condition Dyslexics Controls 

Same 
Run 1 1185 (404) 1117 
Run 2 1296 (510) 1160 
Run 3 1266 (434) 1217 
Run 4 1269 (459) 1173 

(376) 
(353) 
(463) 
(351) 

Different 
90°~rotarion 1263 (405) 1182 
UD~reversal 1317 (339) 1251 
LR reversal 1422 (498) 1269 
Mutation 1427 (458) 1356 

(307) 
(370) 
(357) 
(478) 
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for each subject, the difference in error rate across groups (there were 32 test trials; 
mean and (sd) errors for the controls was 1.62 (1.53) and for the dyslexies was 3.38 
(3.23)) just reached significance (N 1 = N 2 = 21, Z = 2.20, P < .05, Mann Whitney nor- 
real approximation). 

It must be concluded that the dyslexic group showed no impairment in terms of  
either the speed or the accuracy with which they could judge two letters to be the same 
or different on the basis of  their visual characteristics in Experiment 1. The same con- 
clusion applies with regard to the speed at which they judged whether two non-letter 
stimuli were the same or different in Experiment 2. It would be incautious, however, 
to conclude that there is no impairment in dyslexics when comparing the visual features 
of novel and confusing nonsense shapes since the errors, though too few to subject to 
their intended analysis, lend some small support to the notion that the dyslexics may 
be slightly less accurate. 

Experiments 3a and 3b 

It is still open to argument that there may be a deficit in the visual coding system of 
dyslexic children. For example, dyslexic and control children may differ with respect 
to the capacity or decay rate of  the visual code. O•e possibility is that visually encoded 
information serves as the data-base for name encoding functions (Coltheart 1972; Mit- 
chell 1976). Thus if the visual code were to decay more rapidly in dyslexic children, 
then name-coding would be impeded. If the visual code is not a locus of deficiency in 
dyslexia, then all such possibilities need to be excluded. 

For this purpose a procedure used by Phillips and Baddeley (1971) and Phillips 
(1974) was chosen. This involves showing the subject a matrix of  cells similar to a chess 
board. In its simplest form this was a 4 x 4 (16 cell) matrix with half the cells filled in 
a random arrangement. First one such matrix is shown, and then, after a variable inter- 
stimulus interval (ISI), a second which is either identical with the first or, if different, 
different in respect of  one cell only. The subject has to report if the two matrices are 
the same or different. This procedure, like that of  Experiment 2, excludes the possi- 
bility of  learning overlay, since the material was unfamiliar to the subjects and, unlike 
alphanumeric stimuli, had no symbolic significance. In contrast with the procedures 
of  Experiments 1 and 2, however, it has the advantage of making possible the determi- 
nation of the rate of  decay of  the visual code. Posner (1969) did in fact claim that this 
could be done if one determined the duration (with the two letters presented sequen- 
tially) at which physical-match reaction time was no quicker than name-match reaction 
time. It is possible, however, as Phillips and Baddeley (1971) have pointed out, that in 
the case of  letters there may have 'been both visual code decay and increased use of 
name code, since the subject may use the name code in preference to the decaying vi- 
sual code even though there is still some information in the latter. This objection does 
not apply to the present procedure. 

Subjects 

These were i) 61 male dyslexic children (selected from the same school as before) with 
a mean CA of 12.3 years (s.d. 1.0), a mean RA of 9.9 years (s.d. 1.5), and a mean SA 
of 9.0 years (s.d. 1.3); ii) 22 male control children with a mean CA of 11.9 years (s.d. 
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1.0), a mean RA of 12.8 years (s.d. 1.3), and a mean SA of 12.5 years (s.d. 1.1); and 
iii) 26 first-year undergraduates with a mean CA of approximately 19 years. The cri- 
teria detailed in Experiment 1 were again applied to determine membership of  the dys- 
lexic and control groups. The undergraduate subjects were included to investigate the 
possibility of  group performance differences associated perhaps with age or superior 
reading ability. 

Method 

Experiment 3a. 4 x 4 square cell matrices were constructed on white cards with half 
the cells blacked in at random. A new pattern was used on each trial. The matrices 
were photographed with a Bolex cine camera on 16 mm Kodak High Contrast negative 
film 7457. Each trial consisted of  120 frames of  fixation cross followed by 24 frames 
of  the randomly filled 4 × 4 matrix. There was then a variable ISI (either 1, 2, 5, 10, 
48, or 143 frames) before the second matrix appeared, again for 24 frames. The second 
matrix either was identical with the first or had one cell more or one celt less filled. 
During the ISI there was either a blank field (dark when projected) or a pattern mask 
consisting of  a larger matrix with cell size linear dimension half of  that used with the 
test matrices, approximately half of  the cells of  the mask matrix being filled randomly. 
Each trial followed the sequence shown in Fig. 3. 

The film was constructed so that after 6 practice trials there were 48 test trials (4 
trials at each ISI with ISI blank, 4 trials at each ISI with ISI filled by a mask) with or- 
der of  presentation of  trials counterbalanced for ISI, mask/no mask, and same/different, 
matrix 1 being identical with matrix 2 in half the trials and in half the trials differing 
from it by one cell. 

The subjects saw the film in large groups in a dimly lighted room and were instructed 
to mark a n ' S '  on their score sheet if the cell arrangements in the two matrices were 
the same, and a 'D' if they were different. The subjects were questioned during the 
practice trials so as to ensure that they understood the instructions and that they did 
not 'get lost.' The number of  each trial was spoken before each pair of  presentations. 
There was a break of  approximately 5 s between each trial. 

/ //variable 
/ / ~  /[S.l.:maskor ] ] r n e / / ~ - b l a n k  

- 

rame 
c r o ~  

Fig. 3. Exposure sequence o f  a single 
trial from the matrix match: Experi- 
m e n t  3 
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The film was projected on to a white screen at a speed of  24 frames per second by 
means of  a Bell and Howdl  644 projector.  The complete procedure for each trial was 
thus: f ixation cross (5000 ms), matrix 1 (1000 ms), variable ISI (42, 8 3 , 2 0 8 , 4 1 7 ,  
2000, and 6006 ms), matr ix 2 (1000 ms). 

The percentage of  subjects in each group correct on each trial was then calculated. 

Experiment 3b. After  a break of  approximately  10 min the subjects took  part in a fur- 
ther experiment.  The equipment instructions, and method of  projection were identi- 
cal with those of  Experiment 3a. More complex matrices were used, however, consis- 
ting of  5 × 5 cells. Exposure t ime was increased for both matrix 1 and matrix 2 to 48 
frames (approximately 2 s); the same ISis were used but  no ISI was filled by a mask. 

Results and Discussion 

The percentages of  dyslexic children, control  children, and undergraduates giving cor- 
rect answers in the different conditions are shown in Table 4. 

The results of  Experiment 3a were analysed as a 4-factor ANOVA: 3 groups (dyslexic 
children, control  children, undergraduates) x 6 ISis × 2 mask (mask, no mask) x 4 
blocks. The mask factor (F = 4 . 1 5 ; d f  5,105); P < .01) was significant but  no other 
factors or interactions reached significance. 

The presence of  a mask in the ISI decreases the l ikelihood of correct responding: 
mean percent correct with the ISI blank is 87.1%, whereas with the mask the percen- 
tage falls to  76.7%. This finding replicates that  of  Phillips (1974), who found out  that  
the presence of  a mask resulted in fewer correct responses, especially on ISis less than 
100 ms. 

The data of  Experiment 3 b were analysed as a 3-factor ANOVA: 3 groups (dys- 
lexic children, control  children, undergraduates) × 6 ISis × 6 blocks. Only the ISI fac- 
tor  (F = 3.82 ; df 5,58; P < .01) was significant. Both the group factor and the group 
× t ime interaction were insignificant which shows that  even with these more complex 
matrices, there was no significant difference between the three groups in respect of  
either capacity or  decay rate of  the visual code as measured by  this method.  

These results therefore strengthen the argument that  there is no major impairment 
of  the visual code in dyslexic children. Neither the product ion nor the capacity nor 
the decay characteristics of  t he  visual code can in any way be distinguished from con- 
trois. They can thus not be the basis for the name coding deficiency, indicated by the 
findings in Experiment 1. 

Experiment 4 

We now need to focus on the nature of  the name code since it was only here that  dys- 
lexic children were impaired. Since Posner first introduced the paradigm used in the 
first two experiments it  has become recognized that  there is more than one type of  in- 
ternal name code. The accepted distinction is between a phonological code (the form 
of  code that  represents an audi tory image or that  may result directly from the applica- 
t ion of  grapheme-phoneme conversion rules to a let ter  string, Coltheart 1978) and an 
articulatory code (the form of  code that  is the immediate precursor of  an overt articu- 
lation: ' inner speech').  The question then arises as to whether it  is the phonological or 
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the articulatory (or conceivably both) type of name code that is the locus of deficiency 
in dyslexia. Ellis (1980) has attempted to throw light on this question by using articu- 
latory suppression (which can be assumed to interfere with articulatory encoding) in 
Posner-type tasks with undergraduate subjects; he found that neither 'visual code' nor 
'name code' matching was affected. This may mean that at least for undergraduates 
the name code used in such tasks is non-articulatory, but phonological. However, the 
question remains as yet open. 

There are several interesting hypotheses for processes involved in name coding that 
deserve exploration. Sperling (1967) suggested that as a result of a 'scan' of the visual 
information store there arises a 'program of motor instructions' for later articulation. 
Allport (1978a, b) postulates the production of a 'lexical code' as a consequence of in- 
put logogen activation, and other models (e.g., Badddey 1979; Baddeley and Lewis 
1979; Coltheart 1978) acknowledge the possibility of direct grapheme-phoneme con- 
version by means of pre-articulatory phonological coding or 'auditory imaging.' 

However, before considering these possibilities, it is necessary to test the simple hy- 
pothesis, namely that the name code deficiency in dyslexic children is to be found at 
the level of articulatory encoding. A direct test of this hypothesis is to compare dys- 
lexic and control children in respect of the speed at which they can repeat auditorily 
presented words. In this case the need to create a non-articulatory name code or lexi- 
cal code from graphemic stimuli is bypassed but the stimuli still require articulatory 
encoding for output. 

Subjects 

The subjects were 13 dyslexic boys (mean CA 11.8 years (range 11.0-12.9), mean RA 
8.9 years, and mean SA 8.0 years), from the same school as those of the earlier experi- 
ments, and 13 control boys of mean CA 11.8 years (range 10.9-13.0), mean RA 12.8 
years, and mean SA 12.8 years). The criteria for dyslexic and control group inclusion 
(average or above average intelligence etc.) were those detailed in Experiment 1. 

Method 

The following words were pre-recorded on a tape recorder: 'hot, '  'big,' 'cold,' 'huge,' 
'bright,' 'square,' 'high,' 'red,' 'wrong,' 'regular,' 'purple,' 'afternoon,' 'rectangular,' 
'dangerous,' 'transparent,' 'elliptical,' 'miscellaneous,' and 'professional.' The first 
nine are short, the latter nine long. 

The child was told that he was to hear some words on the tape recorder and that 
he was to repeat the words as quickly as he could. The onset of each word started a 
Dawes timer by means of a voice key, while the onset of the child's response stopped 
the timer by means of a second voice key whose microphone was positioned directly 
in front of his mouth. Errors and response times accurate to 10 ms were recorded. 

It should be noted that the time taken to activate a voice key varies as a function 
of the initial phoneme of the word being spoken. Since the 'short' and 'long' words 
were not matched with respect to initial phoneme, comparison of repetition latencies 
between 'short' and 'long' words are not strictly legitimate. 
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Results 

The response time data were analysed as a 34actor ANOVA: 2 groups (dyslexics, con- 
trols) × 2 word lengths × 9 words. The groups factor (F = 2.63; df -- 1,24) was insig- 
nificant, the mean response times on the 'short' words being 820 ms for the controls 
and 850 ms for the dyslexics, and on the 'long' words being 1010 ms for the controls 
and 1110 ms for the dyslexic subjects. Both the word length factor (F = 299.8; df = 
1,24) and word factor (F = 14.6; df = 1,24) were significant, but there was no inter- 
action with groups. There were hardly any mispronunciations. 

Discussion 

When single words were presented auditorily the dyslexic children did not differ signi- 
ficantly from the controls in the speed or accuracy with which they made the words 
articulate. Both groups were affected equally by word length. Whether this articula- 
tory encoding is the same proeess as that involved in reading is a matter of debate; in 
adults its initiation is certainly very fast, automatic, and with practice, apparently inde- 
pendent of vocabulary size for nonsense syllables (Davis, Moray, and Treisman 1961). 
These findings may or may not apply with articulatory encoding in the postulated 
grapheme to lexical code to articulatory code pathway. There is, however, no doubt 
that the overt artieulatory output is the same whether the initial input be visual or 
auditory, and the experiment shows that when the need to create a non-articulatory 
name or lexical code from graphemic stimuli is bypassed dyslexic children perform no 
differently from controls at artieulatory encoding. This fits in with other evidence 
(Ellis 1980; Ellis and Miles 1980) for normal articulatory encoding in dyslexic chil- 
dren. We can therefore rule out a simple explanation of the name code deficit in dys- 
lexic children and are forced to consider the more complex processes hypothesized 
to be involved in name coding. 

The Nature of the Name-Encoding Deficiency in Dyslexia 

A distinction is commonly made between at least two available strategies for reading 
to name. The first is an orthographic mechanism which makes use of general relations 
between letters or letter groups and their sounds (grapheme-phoneme correspondences), 
thus allowing naming by synthesis. The second is a texical mechanism whereby know- 
ledge of the pronunciation of whole words is utilized. Thus in both cases naming in- 
volves access to an internal phonological code, albeit by a different route. Both in- 
volve also visual analysis and articulation which have been ruled out as major sites of 
the deficiency under consideration. The main difference is as follows: 'In the ortho- 
graphic mechanism the effective units for accessing pronunciation are letters or letter 
groups; in the lexical mechanism, the units are whole words or morphemes' (Baron 
and Strawson 1976). These theories owe much to the Morton Iogogen model (1969, 
1977, 1979, 1980). 

Crucial for this discussion is that both lexical and non-lexical naming rely on a 'nam- 
ing code,' i.e., pronunciation which is internally represented has to be retrieved. This is 
where the dyslexic child appears to show the deficit. We would therefore predict that 
dyslexic children's performance on tasks involving either the lexical or the phonolog- 
ical route would be impaired. In fact, evidence from many different sources suggests 
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that this is the case. The lexical naming route may well be used for stimuli such as ob- 
jects, colours, or digits, which are not alphabetic and which therefore are not open to 
grapheme-phoneme conversion. Similarly, the production of the names (rather than 
the sounds) of letters, and the naming of frequent yet irregular words (e.g., eye) which 
cannot be named correctly by application of grapheme-phoneme conversion rules, are 
likely to involve the lexical naming route. There is evidence that dyslexic children are 
deficient at all these tasks. Thus Ellis (1980) has shown that dyslexic children, who at 
10-14 years old have had much exposure to the letters of the alphabet, are reliably 
slower than controls at naming single letters of the alphabet. Denclda and Rudel (1974), 
Spring (1976), and Ellis (1980) all give evidence of relatively slow object and colour 
naming in dyslexic children. When the Oldfield and Wingfield (1965) stimuli are used, 
the less frequent the object name, the slower the dyslexic children are at naming the 
object and the greater the likelihood that the former group will be unable to find the 
picture name at all (Ellis 1980). Ellis (1980) has shown that dyslexic children (10-14 
years) are slower than control children at reading common and frequent words (e.g., 
'bird') which are well within the children's reading vocabulary. Ellis and Miles (1978a) 
demonstrate dyslexic children to be slow at processing from arrays of digits. 

The synthetic phonemic route to naming must be used when the stimuli are non- 
words which, by definition, have no lexical entry. Seymour and Porpodas (1978), Bad- 
deley et al. (in preparation), and Snowling (1980) show that dyslexic children are both 
slower and more error prone at reading orthographically regular nonwords. Similarly 
Firth (1972) found that dyslexic children were poor at naming nonsense words like 
hate. 

Therefore, there is a wealth of evidence for a double impairment in developmental 
dyslexia: dyslexic children are impaired both i) in lexical access and lexical retrieval of 
pronunciation and ii) in retrieval of phonology by means of application of grapheme- 
phoneme rules. This is also the conclusion reached by Seymour and Porpodas (1978), 
although others (e.g., Jorm 1979; Snowling 1980) would argue that the impairment in 
the use of the synthetic phonemic route is considerably more severe. 

It is interesting that this double-deficiency hypothesis is essentially that proposed 
by Marshall and Newcombe (1973) for surface dyslexic patien-~-.' It is worth noting in 
this context that both Holmes (1973) and A,W. Ellis (1980) reach the conclusion that 
the reading errors made by developmental dyslexic children are 'of a piece' with those 
made by surface dyslexic adults. Such similarities of symptom give support to the view 
of similar functional disabilities underlying the two conditions. 

However, since both processes may well hinge crucially on the involvement of the 
same name code that is impaired in dyslexic children, we could state more parsimoni- 
ously that there is just one single deficit. This view would also fit in with more recent 
criticisms of dual-route models in reading (Glushko 1978. Marcel 1979, 1980). If these 
views are accepted then both lexical naming and a large part of orthographic naming 
involves lexieal retrieval of phonology. This being the case, a simple description of a 
single functional impairment associated with develomental dyslexia can be seen in the 
specific name coding deficiency so clearly demonstrated by the present experiments. 
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